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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The United States is facing a mental health crisis, experts say, noting we’re in dire need of more

mental health professionals. Christin Drake, clinical associate professor of psychiatry at NYU

Grossman School of Medicine, writes:

“Every day, people call my o0ce looking for help: A loved one has not left their bed in a

week. A father is experiencing panic symptoms while preparing his children for school. A

young woman is using substances in a way that feels dangerous to her. These are not the

worried well. They are people in crisis.

Their conditions are complex and acute, and require the expertise of a psychiatrist who can

talk with them, assess possible medical causes for their problems, manage withdrawal,

prescribe medications when needed, and connect with other providers ... Before the

pandemic, I could almost always help. I would be able to Dnd time to meet someone for a

consultation, or make a few calls to secure the right referral.

But now, my every available hour — even those that jut into my ability to meet my

obligations to my family — is full. My colleagues tell me the same. They are starting work

earlier, working later, contending with long waitlists and their own limits. All the while,

patients in crisis are going without psychiatric help.”

Depression and Anxiety Are at All-Time Highs

According to the most recent Household Pulse Survey,  conducted by the U.S. National Center for

Health Statistics, 27.3% of American adults now struggle with depression and/or anxiety, and that’s

in addition to the 40 million Americans who report substance use disorders  and the 14 million who

have more serious mental illnesses.

“There are about 33,000 practicing psychiatrists in the U.S.  By my back-of-the-napkin

math, if all of us were treating only people with depression or anxiety, each of us would

have to see more than 3,000 patients a year,” Drake notes.

In short, there aren’t enough practicing psychiatrists to handle the burgeoning tsunami of mentally

unwell Americans. There also aren’t enough residency positions available to signi6cantly expand

the profession any time soon.

The Price of Fearmongering

While Drake doesn’t go into the causes behind the mental health crisis, it’s fairly obvious that this is

the price society is paying for our government’s ill-conceived and irrational pandemic measures and

the nonstop fearmongering. NPR contributor Kat Lonsdorf describes the constant fear of kidney

transplant patient Jullie Hoggan:

“While the surgery was successful and Hoggan is now vaccinated and boosted, she is still

severely immunocompromised and has to take signiDcant safety measures.

‘I'm so nervous. Like, my heart rate is through the roof when I'm out for anything,’ she said.

‘And I wonder if I'm ever able to be out safely again and be normal and go out to a store. Am

I going to be feeling that forever?’

Hoggan works from home, rarely leaves the house, and when she does, it's incredibly

stressful. Her husband and college-age daughter both wear masks at home and have to be

extremely careful about who they see and what they do.

Hoggan's pandemic experience carries no violence and there have been no explosions or

assault, which is why she has a hard time calling it trauma. But Arthur Evans, CEO of the

American Psychological Association (APA), says viewing the world as unsafe can be a

symptom of trauma.”

A Nebulous and Hard-to-DeFne Trauma

As noted by Lonsdorf, trauma typically involves some kind of life-threatening event or something

that leaves you feeling fearful and/or helpless. Many who have religiously followed mainstream

news over the past two years have clearly been traumatized, feeling as though death is imminent

and there’s no escape. The death-dealing blow — in the form of an invisible virus — could come

from anyone, including loved ones. No one was “safe” to be around.

What’s more, the pandemic wasn’t an isolated incident that could be processed and recovered from.

Roxane Cohen Silver, a psychologist with expertise in collective trauma, likens the pandemic to a

“slow-moving disaster” that “escalated in intensity over time” — and to this day doesn’t have a clear

endpoint.

Not everyone agrees that what we’re seeing is the result of collective trauma, though. Dr. Bessel

van der Kolk, author of “The Body Keeps the Score” — one of the most-sold books on Amazon

during the pandemic — is hesitant to categorize the pandemic as a collective trauma.

He tells Lonsdorf,  "We need to be very precise … because if we don't know what we are treating, we

may give the wrong treatment.” He believes we need “a new term, a new language” to accurately

de6ne our circumstances. "That's really what I'm encouraging us to do — to really identify what is

making us all feel like we're barely hanging on," he says.

OGcials Are Unwilling to Let Go of the Fearmongering

Whatever we end up calling it, it’s clear that our government’s and media’s response to the

pandemic has been a key causative factor behind this mental health crisis. It’s also notable that

even though COVID-19 has become endemic in most parts of the world, causing few deaths, the

pandemic has not oecially been declared “over.”

In early March 2022, the World Health Organization said discussions about when and how to

declare an end to the pandemic were underway, but that “we are not there yet.”

Denmark, the Netherlands and the U.K. have functionally declared an end to their national

emergencies by lifting all or most restrictions, but other countries, such as New Zealand and Hong

Kong, are moving in the opposite direction, renewing lockdown orders amid fresh surges in COVID

cases (i.e., positive PCR tests, which doesn’t mean people are dying or even getting seriously ill).

Meanwhile in the U.S., April 13, 2022, the CDC extended for another 90 days the public health

emergency that’s been in effect since the pandemic began. In tandem, President Biden extended

the mask mandates for airplanes and public transportation until May 3.

In alternative media circles, fear of the virus has been tempered by more clearheaded analyses of

statistics and data, showing that the real-world risk is actually quite limited, and that there are

highly effective early treatments available even if you do get infected.

My guess is that those who now, two years in, are still struggling with overwhelming feelings of fear

and anxiety about the virus are the ones who for whatever reason weren’t exposed to these

comforting data, or chose to dismiss them (which is what mainstream media told them to do).

And, if they persist in following the legacy media, there’s really no relief in sight for them. While

many now accept COVID-19 as another version of, or addition to, the seasonal ju, and are going

about their lives more or less as usual, the mainstream media are trying to pump up the fear level

yet again with — you guessed it — another variant.

This one is called “Xe.” It’s said to be a combination of two previous subvariants of Omicron and the

most contagious form yet. “COVID-19 Could be Surging in the U.S. Right Now and We Might Not

Even Know It,” a headline for Time magazine announced April 11, 2022, adding:

“... as the country tries to move on from the pandemic, demand for lab-based testing has

declined and federal funding priorities have shifted. The change has forced some testing

centers to shutter while others have hiked up prices in response to the end of government-

subsidized testing programs.

People are increasingly relying on at-home rapid tests if they decide to test at all. But those

results are rarely reported, giving public health o0cials little insight into how widespread

the virus truly is.”

Truth Is a Big Part of the Remedy

This fearmongering is again based on the lie that the PCR test can identify an active infection (it

can’t), and the false idea that asymptomatic spread is a driver of infection (it’s not). Time magazine

also promotes the false idea that the COVID shot is “extremely effective at preventing severe

disease” and that Omicron causes milder symptoms only in “healthy, vaccinated people,” even

though real-world data suggest otherwise on both accounts.

There’s no mention of the fact that the COVID shots may be responsible for more than 1.2 million

injuries  and are, by any metric, the most dangerous drugs ever to be released. There’s also no

mention of the fact that most people are likely immune to Xe at this point, as it arose right on the

heels of a major Omicron surge.

Even questions about remasking have popped up again. “Is It Time to Start Masking Again?” The

Atlantic asked April 8, 2022.  According to The Atlantic, in the face of new variants, we ought to

prepare “by having good masks on hand — and being mentally ready to put them on again.”

It’s that kind of mental preparation to face death every day and the useless ritual of donning a mask

that is driving people to the brink of their mental endurance. Masking was futile from the start, but

that doesn’t stop the mainstream media — which gets its talking points from those trying to 6gure

out how to shove The Great Reset down our collective throats — from pushing this worn-out and

wholly unscienti6c narrative.

Totalitarianism Is Built Through Fear

Let’s face it, they need us to be fearful because, otherwise, they know we won’t comply with what’s

coming next — digital identities, biosensors and emotional monitors, vaccine passports, the green

new deal (which will virtually eliminate your ability to travel any signi6cant distance), programmable

central bank digital currencies (which will give the issuers complete control over your spending)

and much more.

For The Great Reset and Fourth Industrial Revolution to come to pass, the great masses must be

willing to give up their freedoms and submit to more invasive surveillance and control, and for that,

their fear of imminent death must eclipse all other concerns. For a description of how large

swathes of society can be made mentally ill, on purpose, see the After Skool production above.

The good news is about half the population (in my estimation) have worked their way through the

propaganda and no longer fret unnecessarily. Around the U.S., people are standing up to tyrannical

and irrational COVID measures, be it mask and vaccine mandates or inhumane COVID rules in the

hospitals.

In Tennessee, for example, a new state law will force hospitals to allow end-of-life visitations for

COVID patients, so that they won’t have to face death alone.  As noted by Dr. Jason Martin, an ICU

doctor who’s been on the frontlines since the beginning of the pandemic, “End-of-life care in an ICU

with COVID is terrible,” and watching patients die all alone, separated from their families “is a life-

changing experience.”

Be a Role Model

There are no simple answers to the mental health crisis facing us, but putting an end to

unnecessary fearmongering, I think, is a task that needs to be shouldered by those who still chose

to work in mainstream media. On an individual level, it may mean shutting off MSM news

altogether.

Those of us who have not succumbed to irrational fear (or who have worked our way out of it) can

also act as a lifeline to untold numbers of people by sharing information that empowers rather than

enforces fear, and by being role models in the way we go about our lives.

Don’t wear a mask to appease people’s fears. Let people see you smile. Be friendly and optimistic

when in public. You never know how seeing you enjoy life might bene6t someone who feels the

world has become an unsafe and scary place.

In the long term, we need additional solutions — we need more quali6ed psychiatrists and

therapists, for example — but in the meantime, we must do what we can, on an individual level, to

ease the collective pressure, and we can begin by simply demonstrating that a different reality is

possible.

The collective has been squeezed, mangled and brought to the precipice by a few in power. Many

have been broken down in this process. It’s now time for the rest of us to take the reins and steward

our fellow humans back to reality, back to sanity, by being 6rm yet kind, principled, ethical, truthful,

rational and optimistic.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,116 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At no stage have I been depressed or anxious about "Covid". What does make me, and I suspect many others, anxious and depressed is

the realization that the authorities and the medical establishment do not have our wellbeing at heart. The machine wants us weak. It's the

relentless advance of the One World Agenda and the donkey-like unwillingness of others to see it which is the real pandemic. Because at

some level I suspect even those who deny it know what's actually happening. So I stay strong by turning to Nature and a few sane friends

for support. Really connecting with the birds keeps me on the level without needing a mental health professional!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/21/2022 1:18:02 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My guess is 25% of the U.S. population, no matter what we say, will FOREVER believe the government has their best interest at

heart.  So very very sad. btw, like you Rosebud I have not been depressed or anxious.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/21/2022 1:45:59 AM
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I 6nd it almost shocking that people still believe the government and big pharma have their best interests at heart when they have

proven over and over and over again that they do not. I have friends of almost 50 years who I cannot speak to because they believe

all of the hype. I want to shake some of these people and tell them to wake up.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"it’s fairly obvious that this [global mega-democide/depopulation/societal destruction] is the price society is paying for our [global

and local government’s well and not] ill-conceived and [de6nitely not] irrational [eugenical] pandemic measures... When people

who are honestly mistaken learn the truth, they will either cease being mistaken or cease being honest! (Anonymous)  Too many

[or just the right number of] people [with their globalist/billionaire/trillionaire agendas] looked society in the eye and did not tell

them the truth... [and why would, or should they?] It's a very pro6table and practicable cull of the dumbed-down and the oblivious...

it's also a preventative necessity prior to an astro/geophysical cycle... and it's OK.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosebud, like you I have not had fear or depression, but I have felt anger at the MSM, government and the evil ones doing this. Also

felt hopelessness at not being able to help wake others up to what is going on. The lies and propaganda in everything is just

abominable.
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gabbyfemale
Joined On 8/15/2011 12:42:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen! I, too, never lived in fear of covid. My co-worker lived in extreme fear, treating those of us not in fear terribly. She wore the

mask everywhere and got all the shots. She still got covid. I never did, assuming it even exists. She has been treating me horribly

since. I never preached to her about knowing the truth because she wouldn't hear any counter arguments. The only stress I

experienced was being around her constant fear and anxiety.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosebud10000 - exactly! I am de6nitely going through some anxiety and possibly even depression, for the reasons you describe.

Not from fear of a virus. I’m wondering if I can ever see my elderly parents in Australia ever again. Borders are only open for “fully

vaxxed”. Knowing or even suspecting the levels of evil and depravity we live under isn’t easy. Talking to clueless relatives or

friends, reacting to “wokeness” in overdrive without feeling free to be open. Knowing the jabbed may carry a death sentence,

including many in my family and friends. Knowing or suspecting efforts are underway to bring our society past the breaking point

to allow evil people to “reset” and gain absolute control. I am not looking for psychiatry to “save me”. I’m preparing myself for what

is to come. Blissed out in my garden, when I can, appreciating nature, loved ones, small pockets of beauty. Gratitude.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosebud- What is depressing (sarcastic) is that we never heard from our medical professionals in mainstream media about

Vitamin D and probiotics to help those with depression and anxiety. Not one peep about keeping our essential nutrient levels at

normal or optimum levels. I have never heard anyone say anything about checking your B12 if you are on Metformin or PPI's for

heartburn. Nothing about CoQ10 if on statins or taking probiotics for a healthy gut microbiome. Just medications or vaccines 24/7

on TV. I gave a lot of detailed info (pubmed) to my doctor about checking certain nutrient levels for people who are on these meds

he prescribes and he seemed very interested in doing so. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5794698

 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC6970300
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merwilson
Joined On 1/25/2008 5:27:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I so totally agree with everything you said, Rosebud.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My rage over the plandemic is more be6tting of someone one third my age. While exercising restraint, for most of my life the urge

to physically 6ght has nonetheless been a default mode. A number of things (exercise and hard work, service to others, meditation,

love of family and friends, and more, cumulatively help manage the rage. And this time of year, like you Rosebud10000, the bird's

songs especially the robin's morning and evening benediction helps keep me mostly sane and grounded.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! I'm going to steal your phrase of "donkey-like unwillingness." I have just a few, VERY intelligent friends who are still living in

terror, double masking in the belief that somehow it is protecting them, jabbed to the hilt....and suffering side effects. SO many

with new heart problems. And if I try to point out that the mask does nothing, I get brayed at. If I talk about jab side effects, I get

brayed at. One friend who is actually the person I'm closest too -- 6nally I said to him that if he wanted to keep the friendship he

had to quit pointedly wearing his mask in my presence, and, fortunately, he did.

I don't think he had ever even heard the term mass formation psychosis before, and possibly he went and looked it up. One stellar

thing I'll say for him is that the friendship was more important than the mask. I'm amazed at my friends with PhDs who seem to be

more susceptible to the nonsense than the blue collar guys who come to do work on my house. We are in deep doo-doo and have

to fall back on the fact that we are not humans but Lights wearing a meat coat temporarily for this visit to the planet. I wish I could

6nd a community of sane people for the time I have left here.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I am asked by someone injicted with "Invasion of the Body Snatchers" syndrome why I refuse to wear a mask and why I am

unafraid, I answer them simply if they believe someone like me who is considered elderly with co morbidities and who has not lived

in a hermetically sealed bubble, has not been vaxxed and who has not been sick, a miracle of nature? Their alien overtaken minds

cannot answer or compute a rational response.
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Lfod444
Joined On 7/30/2020 1:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosebud I 100% agree
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen, faith in God has kept me strong all my life. Saved me in 2000 from Lymphoma and from 2 falls that could have been bad,

just broken bones. Yes, I do not really trust drs anymore, question their advice, do not follow 1/3 of it. I keep them so medicare will

pay for bloodwork, need to monitor certain values. So many friends that i thought were intelligent are among those who took the

jab and now call me a terrorist because i will not. I do not see them ever admitting they were duped because they will have to admit

they fell for the lies, can't do that!! I have a few close anti vaxer friends and we all support each other through all this.

A few of us got it but recovered within a week, the rest of us go shopping unmasked, go to church and school. At 81, i have not

even gotten a cold. We are lucky, live in rural Missouri where most still think for themselves. Just read that our governor has

announced that Missouri is no longer buying the plandemic line, going back to business as usual. No longer buying Fauci lies.

Enoufgh!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have a crisis of trust. "One of the saddest lessons of history is this: if we've been bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject

any evidence of the bamboozle. We're no longer interested in 6nding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It's simply too

painful to acknowledge, even to ourselves, that we've been taken. Once you give a charlatan power over you, you almost never get

it back." Sari Sagan, The demon-haunted world: science as a candle in the dark.
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Mental Health Crisis Driven by Public Health Policy Trauma
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The United States is facing a mental health crisis, experts say, noting we’re in dire

need of more mental health professionals

)

Nearly 1 in 3 — 27.3% — of American adults now struggle with depression and/or

anxiety

)

This is the price society is paying for ill-conceived, irrational pandemic measures and

nonstop fearmongering

)

To treat everyone, each of the 33,000 practicing psychiatrists in the U.S. would have to see approximately 3,000 patients a year — a patient

load that simply isn’t feasible

)

Those of us who have not succumbed to irrational fear (or worked our way out of it) can act as a lifeline to others by sharing information

that empowers rather than enforces fear, and by being role models in the way we live our lives

)
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People may be in need of professional psychological help, but aside from the scarcity problem, in general, how good a job are they doing

on this front? Are they forcing patients to mask up? Are they promoting deadly fake vaccinations? Do they really want to help, or are they

promoting fear and dependence on their services so they can bleed patients for years on end? There must be some who are doing good,

but I advise that you be very cautious when it comes to using the services of health cartel professionals that are heavily licensed and

regulated against the public interest. If someone you know is struggling, you can probably help them much more than the typical licensed

crook.  If you are still seeking professional services anyway, and can't 6nd an open appointment, I've heard about this service called

Better Help that matches you with a professional who can treat you by (either phone or Zoom?) from the comfort of your home.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, 'professionals' can be crazy/instituionalised too. Who woulda thunk it??? ;-) I know people who got messed up going to

someone because they simply bore the label 'therapist', without checking their track record. It's like garage repair shops, you have

to check 'em 6rst.
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget Front Line Doctors.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly my thoughts! If you have to see a "shrink" for any reason, I feel sorry for you! I don't care if I was depressed, I wouldn't go to

a shrink for MORE BRAINWASHING! The only reason I would go into any medical establishment is to harrass them. I have like a

million questions to throw at them that I know they can't answer and/or I can catch them in a contradiction or a conjict of interest.

They would probably call the police on me.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...professional psychological help....", from what I have read, comes with mind bending prescriptions.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! Like md's, they get you hooked on pills that only control the disease, never say cure anymore. You are a cash cow to be milked

by them.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone should be fearful of a tyrannical government which gives us false tests for a man made genetically engineered virus, prevents us

from accessing safe effective cheap cures and preventives, gives us bad advice, censors the truth, forces bad jabs that dont work on us

and which impair our immune systems and clearly harm many. We should be afraid of governments which prevent us from seeing one

another and dictate to us about what we can and cannot do, where we can go, how far we can travel, HOW we can travel and who we can

meet. Then they kill our elderly off with midazolam and give us harmful non cures like remdesivir. Then after forcing us to follow the rule

THEY decide to impose on us, they cannot keep to them. And then they make loads of money from using our public money to waste on all

of this.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A succinct summary of the crime scene, ursula. I generally try to restrict my beliefs to those based on evidence. Dr Mercola

provides evidence on a global scale as well as my own personal experience of friends and family suffering as a result of political

malfeasance (a relative refused hospital treatment when identi6ed as unjabbed; another dying alone in a nursing home that

restricted visiting hours to one hour per week and insisting on those visitors being tested). The one thing that all of us can do

towards ‘ being role models in the way we live our lives’ is to keep the television in the off position.  Without mainstream media

spewing out its daily diet of lies and deception, there would be no pandemic, no need to wear face diapers, no business closures,

distancing and self isolating nonsense would be a 6gment of their imagination and Boris & Chums could have as many parties as

they liked.

Who would care what he and his criminal conspirators got up to. We non TV- viewers would neither know nor care but would simply

get on with our lives.  I was grati6ed to hear Dr Sherri Tenpenny state this simple fact categorically after a detailed account of the

40 ways in which the gene altering injections can cause harm. (It is important to avoid using the term ‘vaccine’ as the use of a

genuine vaccine would be governed by a different set of criteria from experimental medical interventions).

www.bitchute.com/.../DPGHgMYY793n
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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This is one elderly (81) they will never kill off, shove into a "home for elderly care".
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a tragedy that anyone’s sanity should be impacted by the likes of corrupt governments and corporations. We have a duty to not

concede to them that kind of power, but it requires that we each must be spiritually buffeted against such attacks. The challenge of this

time—and perhaps of all times—is that we must stay informed, alert and vigilant to the looming anti-life threats without allowing them to

mold, corrupt or erode mind and character. That may be trickier than it sounds. It has been said that what you love, you will become, and

that also, what you hate you will become. Injuences slip in through the very agency of our attention. The challenge, then, requires a

dynamic balance between open, critical awareness and stalwart protection of our most precious inner qualities.

Said another way, choose your loves and hates wisely, and then drop the latter altogether; know what a Gates or a Fauci is, but hate them

at your own peril. The various cultural and schooling indoctrinations over the years seem speci6cally designed to enhance our

vulnerability in various ways, undermining the necessary balance, and even knowledge of the need for it. We’re long overdue for the

establishment (or reinstatement) of Real Education, and a society consecrated to that cause. What we have now isn’t working.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a breath of fresh air by a young girl denouncing Schwab, the role models we need

thewhiterose.uk/girl-warns-about-the-plans-of-klaus-schwab
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Darzoum and Glastian..Thanks for that video Glastian, this is an amazing girl 6ghting for our freedom. I hope more people like

here stand up, as I noticed that many still don't know anything about the evil plans of the WEF. So spread the word, and vote

against politicians who are member of WEF.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Darzoum, Glastian, Pete - what we have is not working, and a developing country Sovereign debt crisis is already well

underway in different parts of the world: 6nance.yahoo.com/news/hunger-blackouts-just-start-emerging-210104638...  - This just

showed up today, although has been discussed in numerous Corona Committee sessions, other countries are sure to follow. Many

may feel depressed, even if they do not know actual reasons. Suspect We have only begun the transition to rebuild a different,

more equitable, governance system (Not the WEF's vision). No time to sit down or let guard down, a rocky road, not ice cream, may

be straight ahead. Howling at the moon?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since the start of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic, children's hospitals across the country have seen a terrifying increase in the

number of children seeking mental health services. Children's mental health has deteriorated during the pandemic due to

repressive lockdowns. Many children have to deal with lockdown fever as schools remain closed and they are kept away from their

friends and outdoor activities that bring them joy. At East Carolina University in Greenville, North Carolina, from June 2020 through

late spring of this year, an average of 6ve children were admitted to the medical school's university hospital each week.

They were admitted for overdoses of different medications, including acetaminophen, Ritalin, antidepressants and even opiates.

Before the pandemic, the university hospital only saw 6ve children a month. www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.08.15.21262087v1.full  In a

Canadian survey, nearly three out of 6ve 15-17-year-olds (57%) rated their mental health as “somewhat worse” or “much worse”

than before physical distancing began, Additional Canadian research found that 10-17- year-olds “primarily and intensely” report

feeling both bored and lonely. “A May 2020 posting by the World Economic Forum asserted that “COVID-19 is hurting children’s

mental health” and cautioned that “high levels of stress and isolation can affect brain development, sometimes with irreparable

long-term consequences.” Ironically, the Forum is one of the primary cheerleaders of the global economic “reset” that is causing

such hardship to children and their families”.

CHILDREN’S LONG-TERM MENTAL HEALTH AT RISK FROM COVID-19-RELATED STRESS, EXPERTS WARN

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/children-mental-health-risk-covid-..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, Its a primary example of INVERSION of narrative. Tyrannical govts. have taken advantage of the most vulnerable, lest vocal in

society. Aside from incessant media verbiage to the contrary, these groups have been attacked and damaged, instead of

"protected". Not much difference in telling someone with a heart condition to get the shots for better protection, to see what

happens? Like these shots are not causing clots and deaths? Sad, some kids will be more resilient, others may never catch up...But

its not just kids, a lot of pregnant women were urged to take the shots to protect themselves and newborns. Meanwhile a lot of

these women had stillbirths or lost their child soon after the shots. Its all predictable, based on pushing dangerous products on an

unsuspecting public. That understanding would or could make any sane person depressed.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, choose your loves and hates wisely. I 6nd that being consumed by hate and unresolved anger does a body no good. I do not

like the Cabal. I no longer hate them. In fact, I am almost indifferent, but what I do know is that they are evil and know we must

guard against their evil in the best ways that we can. Their evil is fear based, whereas love is acceptance and understanding and

forgiveness, although forgiveness does not mean forgetting or letting the evil pass. It is indeed a 6ne line and we must focus on

the love to avoid being sucked into the abyss of hate.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!    Take it to the streets!!!!!   GLASTIANS LINK (above) ALSO CONTAINS SOME PRINTABLE FLYERS THAT YOU CAN HAND OUT

WHEREVER YOU THINK IS OK TO DO SO, SO IF U WANT TO DO SOMETHING REALLY USEFUL CLICK ON THE LINK AND THE

FLYERS ARE RIGHT THERE!!!   Even if you don’t watch the video.      Everyone on here always asking “what can i actually do????”

 Well, here is your answer and your chance to take some ACTION!!!!   Here is the link again.

 thewhiterose.uk/girl-warns-about-the-plans-of-klaus-schwab
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glastian, thanks for the video. Very encouraging and named "The White Rose". The origin of The White Rose and what they stood

for is in the link under the tab "about". For many years our County Veterans For Peace had a converted school bus which we named

The White Rose. One side was 6lled with a painting of the American jag upside down. We were in distress. One side said

"Impeachment Tour". We were active in advancing petitions to impeach Bush & Cheney. We also gathered petitions to stop the use

of depleted uranium munitions. We were one of many VFP chapters that are part of the National VFP organization located in St.

Louis.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disconnect from the Matrix. Turn off the news, limit cell phone use and turn off when not in use. Beware of alt media as, it too, is

frequently fear-mongering. Consciously create the reality you wish to live. Do not buy into the pseudo reality that is being forced upon us.

 The longer one gazes into the "Pit of Darkness", the more vulnerable one becomes to its pull. Walk away, feel the Earth and Sun, look up

at the midnight sky, travel to the Stars and know that you are in6nite.

💞
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree 100%. We are creatures of the cosmos.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes!!
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are on the same page.
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hallelujah! We are Spirit!
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our ancestors would laugh their ass off at us. Anxiety and depression you say? We are spoiled rotten by technology. They dealth with

wars , privations, starvation, occupiers, hostile environments.... we cry cause the ju might get us.. and run to the pro6t horrors for toxic

medicines. Our social construct is twisted.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our ancestors were strong because they had to be, we are soft because we have tech to do everything for us. I wonder if

Fauci,Gates, etc. succeeds will they be happy, healthy or be scheming to defeat others of their ilk trying to rule the world. And what

kind of world will they have to rule? I prefer a hard, honest life to that.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only thing bothering me is not being able to buy more ammo! During Obama's 1st and 2nd terms you couldn't buy ammo anywhere.

Now it's Obama's 3rd term and, once again, you can't buy ammo. So i'm knocking the cobwebs off my old reloading equipment just so I

can make my ammunition! I used to reload my TARGET shooting ammo so I could tailor the bullets to my gun for accuracy. It was my

1990's HOBBY! Never once did it cross my mind I would actually need this equipment just to survive. Are we still living in the USA or did

China hijack this country? This is total BS!
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like your thinking and the Obutta association.The only thing you’re misguided on is that it’s not China, it’s US! This country has

turned into the beast system. It did an about face at the turn of the century. China is the serpent race. So be wise (crafty) ad the

serpent but gentle ax the dove. That comes from the only truth, the Word from God the Holy Bible.
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Svenja
Joined On 4/1/2022 6:52:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I worried about that too. I grew up around gunsmithing and learned that ammo does eventually run out. So, I took up learning

mixed martial arts and found stick 6ghting to be a natural 6ghting style that suited me. I now study other more primitive weapons

of battle. How to wield and shield and build my own. But above all I’ve learned that the mind and will is ones strongest weapon.
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deedlesde2
Joined On 10/9/2006 10:49:22 AM
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I’m only depressed because of the horrible protocols of the hospitals that killed my 6ancé and several friends. It is criminal the way they

treated patients and their loved ones. They were refused any treatment but the hospitals pushed Remdesivir and ventilator. The two 6rst

questions as we walked down to ICU, do you want Remdesivir? NO! Do you want to be on a ventilator? NO! The little asshat Dr replied,

“Oh, so if it’s life or death, you’d rather die than be on a ventilator?!” My poor 6ancé suffering hypoxia replied, “ Well, if it’s life or death…” 2

days later, they put him on the ventilator and 1 1/2 days later he was gone. I am depressed and very angry!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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Strength and comfort to you during this time of grief… may he Rest In Peace.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM
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He is in a better "World" and you will see him again !!!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So very sorry for your loss. God be with you. Very good reason to refuse to even walk through the doors of hospitals. I will stay

home, self treat and survive.
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Smiller23
Joined On 1/9/2011 10:13:34 PM
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My heart goes out to you - thank you for sharing. May peace and comfort be yours today.
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM
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Dr Naomi Wolf interviews Mr. Dowd, a ten year veteran with BlackRock, to discuss the vaccine fraud litigation and medical negligence

litigation just beginning. Mr. Dowd predicts the experimental biological inventors and all those who hid the truth about these products will

be in court soon. etana.substack.com/.../comments
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM
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While I desperately want this to be true, we must be wary of “hopium”….it really is drug-like how we desperately cling to the idea of

revenge, just desserts, being rescued…plenty still saying Trump will ”rescue” us, etc. I’m not closed to possibilities, but what is the

result of clinging to this? - inaction on our part - possibly dashed hopes leaving us worse off than ever - those operating outside

the rules still potentially getting away because the corruption runs so deep
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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I agree by only clinging to hope and waiting for a savior brings inaction on our part.
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Kitera
Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM
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I would like to think that "they will be exposed and we will get the truth" - but I suspect we will get some limited information and the

truth will not come out for a couple of lifetimes - and not even totally then. Once you institute digital passports you can manage

any dissent without too much trouble. The majority of people have proven that heavy handed manipulation works - and if you don't

comply take a look at what can happen - I mean- look at what the Canadian government did to those who dared to dissent. Their

measure became almost manic when regular Canadians started supporting them with funds - they saw a growing movement and

decided to go full "war measures act" on citizens because the dissent was looking like more people were beginning to support the

movement.  I mean - after all - can the snowjakes in Ottawa really be expected to smell diesel fuel? Ottawa is a beautiful city of

mainly well paid government workers who have very little contact with smelly industrial "things". What else could the government

do under those dire circumstances?
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rrealrose
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exmouth123 - thanks for the link to the interview. Got about half way through to 6nish later. Appears the brewing Sovereign debt

crises may be poised to overshadow the corruption across govt agencies, outright fraud, faked "cases" and Pharma money

vacuuming that occurred over the past 2 years...stay tuned!
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Dordee
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But, how will the judges rule???? Many escaped judgement from Neuremburg, came to this country and others to work on rockets.
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AMooooo
Joined On 12/4/2019 4:35:29 AM
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The supporting argument for this article is inconsistent with your stated ethics, Mercola. First, psychiatrists are not the ones handling the

majority of mental health crises. It’s therapists and social workers. Second, most psychiatrists do little more than prescribe

pharmaceuticals anymore. Are you suggesting pharmaceuticals are the answer? That’s what you’re arguing here. I get what you’re saying

but don’t use the 33,000 psychiatrists number to make Your argument.
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rbu1467
Joined On 10/27/2021 7:23:24 AM
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True, in 43 years working with mentally ill persons, I saw a psychiatrist address a mental health crisis once, though hundreds of

clients had a psychiatrist assigned to them. In that instance, the doctor used his authority to hold the client in a psychiatric ward to

leverage cooperation with admission to an MI/CD program, but the actual, long term change work with that young man occurred in

the program. Can't begin to count the numbers of people suffering the side affects of long term reliance on psychiatric medication,

who are not required to engage in any therapy. Years ago, therapy was required if meds were prescribed and only psychiatrists

were allowed to prescribe those drugs. Now any MD who thinks he/she has insight prescribes all kinds of drugs without any

signi6cant oversight.
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sam3716
Joined On 3/1/2022 5:46:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If its a tsunami of fear, learn sur6ng. Watch a few videos of surfers at Nazare, Portugal, some of the biggest waves…. You came with

nothing, and will leave with nothing, this is more true than any cv facts. This is your for sure surf plank, so for now, its your life to play

with, every moment is a death and life moment. Heh this is the central truth of meditation, better catch up, this is maybe the one ray of

sunshine in this whole cv debacle, there is only this moment to live. No hurry, no need to cram all the ice cream at once, go for quality, for

love, for laughter
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM
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I like this. However, much easier to say, and for some of us, incredibly hard to do… Learning the habit of courage takes a lot of

incremental moments of bravery until we build up to a Nazare peak…
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been watching the Nazare surfers and it blows my mind. These guys are nuts, and I mean that in a very respectful way. The

Cyclops waves in Australia also totally blow my mind. Thanks for your post and great advice.
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elliecats
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Do you want to end your anxiety now? Turn off the news - all news - email, tv, internet, magazine, newspaper, fascist book posts, twitter,

etc. Refuse to listen to those promoting fear - you can say politely that you don't wish to discuss it. With my family, I explain talking about

it is harmful to me. If you must watch the idiot screen (TV), the mute button is your best friend. Stop all news, even news that is not about

the scamdemic, because the media is full of lies, propaganda, and fear across the board.

This is how they get views or readership.  So you say, how will I be informed with no news? Let me ask you this - does being "informed"

mean you can change a single thing that is happening? If the answer is no, then why are you still wanting to be informed? I refuse to listen

to a thing about Russia because I have zero control over it. Do I care people are suffering? Of course. But no matter how much I listen to

about it, I can't change their suffering. Same with the scamdemic insanity - I can't change it.

Don't just avoid leftist media. The far right is just as bad. Doomsday fear does not help. If you really want to be prepared for an

emergency, which is wise, then learn what your ancestors knew - how to garden, how to 6x things, how to hunt, and how to make use of

what you have. Most importantly, put down the intenet and meet with real people. Form relationships with like minded people - people

who want to live for today and not a fearful future instead. At the same time, 6nd enjoyable things and do them.

Spring is here, so walk outside and see nature's rebirth. Get together with friends. Cook. Read. Make something. Volunteer. Learn

something new. Investigate natural dealing to help your body deal with stress. Find a ritual that brings peace and do it - mine is drinking

coffee in the morning sunlight.  Maybe all depression and anxiety won't go away doing these things, but it sure saved me. Try it for a few

weeks and see how you feel. Can't hurt to try.
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CaddyB
Joined On 3/12/2012 8:16:59 AM
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I so agree, Ellicats! Sitting in the sun right now, having my coffee, watching the birds at my feeders. We stopped watching the news

almost two years ago and the world kept spinning when we stopped joining in the game. Thanks for your common sense post.

CaddyB
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

elliecats, I so agree with you. I have a good friend who has tv news on 17 hours per day. When he is in his garage, the radio is

blaring the same. He calls me every 2-3 days totally freaking out. I give him the same advice you have given. Every time he says

"Yeah, you're right". And then continues on the same.
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Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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What weighs on my mind 24/7 is the shear stupidity of everyone throughout this pandemic (speci6cally the mask wearing). It just proves

what I've been saying on this forum for at least 10 years now. The public educational system has been a complete failure! No one with

half a brain should be wearing a cloth or surgical mask for viral protection. Not even an N95 does much or anything to stop a virus. I have

this smoke-test-6t kit (Allegro Delux 2055) for testing respirators at home.

www.amazon.com/Allegro-Industries-2055-Deluxe-Smoke/dp/B00CYUL3KU/ref=..  We use this same kit at my place of work for the

6tment of respirators on people working inside paint booths.

My wife has one at her lab. It is a very good test kit. It makes very 6ne smoke particles. Smoke typically averages somewhere between

0.5 and 1 micron in size. Therefore, If you can smell smoke while wearing a mask it isn't 6ltering any viruses because viruses are 8 to 17

TIMES SMALLER than these smoke particles! Even worse, coronaviruses have a lipid outer coating.

Any face mask you wear for more than a few minutes gets loaded with moisture. Lipids (oil) and water repel each other. So the theory

from all the mask police is that the virus, that is only 0.06 microns, will somehow stick to the 6bers of a 6lter that has a 0.5 micron mesh

size is FALSE! The H2O that soaks into the 6bers actually guarantees the viruses will pass straight through! It's simple math. Virus is 0.06

microns. Surgical mask has a 0.5 micron mesh. Divide 0.5 by 0.06 and you get 8.33. So the 6lter mesh size is 8.33 times larger than the

virus being 6ltered. That's like using a chain-link fence for a mosquito net.
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I have asked maskoholics if they have also replaced their window screens with chain link fencing. Their response? What does that

have to do with masks?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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The whole masking was nothing but a means of putting everyone in submission. Just more mind control. It was never about

science.
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Not to mention my glasses fog up snd I cna't see where i am going and it makes me cough.
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"The public education system has been a complete failure."  Wrong! The public education system succeeded beyond the wildest

dreams of the left. It completely indoctrinated--not educated--the students, and the parents PAID for it through taxes (and so did

the rest of us). Many years ago, I taught in public schools for about 3 years. I wouldn't go near one now. These schools teach

lies--like boys can become girls, and girls can become boys. And that humans evolved from monkeys. Error has no rights! The

public school system and the U.S. Dept. of Education should be abolished.
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have never been afraid of COVID-19, but I'm scared as hell of the mind-numbed virtue signalers. I could never conceive how Nazi

Germany came to be until I witnessed 2020.  One thing that has been a bright light for me is this forum. This is one of my daily doses of

sanity.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mental illness? What's the problem, don't 'We' have a pill for that? If the Parasitic Predator$ can't corrupt your mind one way, then use

treatments to numb it. Where does so much of it come from? As the clip points out, waves of fear followed by periods of calm pushing

the general public further & further in the direction they want us to go. What kinds of cycles of fear & calm have we experienced?

HIV/AIDS, Swine Flu, H1N1, Zika, West Nile, SARS, MERSA many of these promoted as pandemic, plagues, imminent death approaching,

soon forgotten then replaced with the next exaggerated Boogie Man. Each Old Boogie Man implanted in our memories, minds until the

next new Boogie Man approaches on the horizon.

Fauci & Big Pharma at the helm guiding public moneys, resources into their coffers while many are herded into lockstep control to follow

the next round. People can take a yes or no, but become rattled with I Don't Know, leaving us lost. Two years of contradictions &

confusion peddled under the banner; we know best how to get us back to 'Normal.' With PCR test used for their narrative to ramp up cases

said to be positive but never meant people were dying or even getting seriously ill. “Xe.” the most contagious form yet, “COVID-19 Could

be Surging in the U.S.

Right Now, and We Might Not Even Know It." Who cares if people do not get sick enough to go for treatment, or are actually dying in

mass? Parasitic Predators have become so deluded, they believe they can control, dominate In6nite Creation, life, that they themselves

have become Gods who can dictate to anything, everything right down to the genetic level, possibly even the quantum level itself. Nothing

good coming from their efforts. So, what keeps Parasitic Predator$ up nights? The discontented- www.youtube.com/watch
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While Gates does not warn of a new plandemic to enrich the coffers of the deep state and further promote the Great Reset, the

draconian measures have fueled a serious economic and mental crisis. Doctors in the UK recently warned of a mental health

pandemic after Wuhan's coronavirus lockdowns. They noted that almost 10 million people in England, including 1.5 million

children, may require treatment for different mental health problems. Oecials at the Royal College of Psychiatrists said there are

currently 1.6 million Britons awaiting specialist mental health treatment.

They added that another eight million people cannot even get on a waiting list despite being eligible for mental health support.

“Millions of children, youth and adults seek help from mental health services that are overstretched and underresourced. The

situation is critical. The government cannot afford to neglect mental health recovery any longer."

www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/02/21/second-pandemic-10-million-britons..  (02/21/2022)
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The widespread socio-economic tragic action brought on by the COVID-19 restrictions, with the convergence of fear, uncertainty,

disruption of routine, physical and social isolation, increased time indoors, and parental stress, this effecting mental health- Nitric

oxide helps a person feel better, sleep better, have less anxiety, and reduce depression, acting as a neurotransmitter that reduces

stress. It is neither cholinergic nor adrenergic, it diffuses through cell membranes and jows bidirectionally, not just in one direction

like other neurotransmitters. NO is produced within neurons in the brain that signal sleep and sleep patterns. In addition, NO

regulates the release of acetylcholine and, consequently, the appearance of REM sleep. The relationship between the dynamics of

NO and the sleep-wake cycle suggests that the homeostatic regulation of REM sleep is an age-dependent process that involves

NO. naturalcompounder.com/nitric-oxide-and-mental-health  (2020)
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All of us, who do not keep silent, who think for ourselves.
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If there are no absolute truths, and no God who rules, there is no discerning the truth and anxiety and depression naturally creep in and

gain a choke hold. It has become apparent to me that the degree of angst often depends on the degree of trust in human institutions and

the belief that these are your saviors. They are not. Having worked with mentally ill people for many years, I've observed that seeing a

med prescribing psychiatrist once a month at most, and/or a therapist for one hour weekly, are not solutions to most suffering with

depression/anxiety.

Though people may learn "tips and tricks" for handling feelings, and the meds help to organize thoughts and sometimes help to think

more clearly, the underlying and overwhelming feelings of hopelessness and lack of direction and value can only be truly remedied

spiritually, often with the help of people who are willing to help when you need it, usually not between 9 and 5. As the Word says, If My

people, who are called by My Name, will humble themselves... (2 Chronicles) The love of God is more powerful and stronger than any

Fauci or Bill Gates and enables us to 6ght against the evil they represent.
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That’s right, Amen! God will pour out his wrath on these demon spawns of hell that have brought this deception upon the Whole

Earth. Unfortunately, this is only the beginning stage of what is to come. For those suffering anxiety and attacks know that the

perfect love of Jesus Christ casts out fear.
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AMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!! Love of God and faith! And a willingness to help yourself.
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM
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"Her husband and college-age daughter both wear masks at home and have to be extremely careful about who they see and what they

do." No, they IMAGINE they have to be extremely careful.
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clanharwood
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I de6nitely have changed in 2 years. I’m much more prone to anger & depression. It’s not the virus that causes my stress….I am

Unvaxxed…. But I lived through being let go April 2020 due to COVID shutdowns….. and also I live with the oppressive mandates and “Get

Vaxx or Else” in Canada…..the pressure of being “awake” while literally EVERYONE around me is brainwashed…the loss of a close

friendship due to being polar opposites politics and Vaxx-Wise….... that takes a toll on sanity!!!…..Also I cannot get on a plane or train….. I

did get another job but lived in fear daily of losing it or being forced to jab myself….and that is beyond stressful when you’re the only

income earner…… coupled with deep fear for my young adult kids who got vaxxed.

I know I need mental help.  I just lost my job AGAIN and this time due to refusal to travel to a USA Tradeshow… I blamed an “ailment” I had

for why I couldn’t go….(my vaxx status is no one’s business) They said my job was “redundant” but I suspect otherwise…  I’m just putting it

out there that it’s not just the people who have succumbed to main stream media and those brainwashed or jabbed or are

immunocompromised that are completely stressed and anxiety full and therefore suffering from maybe mild mental health issues . It is

also we freedom 6ghters who for different reasons are so under stress and so anxious and depressed as well.
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I never feared the virus but I am surrounded by it… I have been depressed lately because i feel in jail. I cannot see my elderly patents in

France. I am in the fascist country , Canada. I am a very strong person but it got me. My husband keeps saying to stop reading and

watching videos about their agenda but i cannot help it. A few days ago, in one of Dr Mercola’s articles, someone shared in comments a

link to a video interview with Martin Armstrong, this was so enlightening and encouraging. Who ever shared the link, I thank you so much.

I keep thinking about it and i feel so much better. They will fail. www.bitchute.com/.../WRuyEAFyXvcP
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Yesss! Not easy 6nding a glimmer, a possible silver lining to overt govt. tyranny of the last 2 years (or much longer). Just prior to

Martin's interview was someone with a military background, promoting WWIII - its worth time to be picky, much being projected

now is doom and gloom. Good idea to choose messages you care to listen to (and disregard the rest)! Remember, rich old men's

agendas, most in their 80's now, ongoing under the radar for past 20 to 40 years or more, need to percolate up and into the light, to

be visible by many. Stay strong!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who do you trust? Only dependent adolescent minds would bet their lives on an ever-phony media, a corrupt government, "university

authority" or the pharma-shills @ HHS manipulating reality. We saw the effects in realtime during twenty years of fake MidEast murders

and saw the nation turn neurotic rushing to get the holy injection...and the toll of psychological stress in disease, depressions, suicides,

violence, impoverishment and the daily manipulations of messaging to counter reality. Most people are now turning away from malicious

mandates and even the woke signalling of marketers and entertainment... so even stronger scare-drugs are brought out like nuclear war.

 The takeaway here is; If you don't understand the game, stay out of the casino!  www.lewrockwell.com/.../doctor-doctor-mr-m-d
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sumosha
Joined On 11/12/2021 9:31:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"we need more quali6ed psychiatrists and therapists" Really? We'll shift from one "expert" to the next? A group of people who promote

perpetual mass use of mind-numbing drugs? I'm surprised at this recommendation. I agree with most of this article. Covid has been a

giant gaslighting event driving people to insanity, fearful of every sni}e, promoting isolation and loneliness. But when do we point out the

obvious? We don't need to turn to yet another human expert to "6x us," we all need to turn to God.
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BrianFraser
Joined On 6/17/2020 3:32:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you want to know why all the weird stuff is going on, read "The Naked Communist" by W. Cleon Skousen. It is well written, very

pertinent, easily understood, and somewhat strangely, makes history, government, economics and religion far more interesting (I am a

retired engineer. In school I was not very interested in those topics). Communism, in Western societies, is a stealthy, deluding injuence. It

is like a fog bank that slowly creeps in over the landscape. It impedes progress and visibility but offers nothing to come to grips with.

It is like carbon monoxide poisoning. People know something is wrong but their minds are so impaired they cannot 6gure out what it is.

How do you know if you are the target audience of a Psychological Operation? Look for these tactical signs: 1. The presence of fear,

confusion, anxiety, urgency, repetition. 2. Use of division, anger, blame, isolation. 3. The use of ridicule and unfounded accusations of

disinformation, “conspiracy theories”, etc. 4. The widespread use of censorship, suppression of contrary viewpoints and information.

5. The use of bribes, coercion, mandates, threats of violence, intimidation. 6. The government breaking its own rules in the interest of

"national security", "safety", etc. 7. Attempts to break up a sense of community. 8. Political correctness, centralized control We are all the

subjects of a GLOBAL attack. It may be depressing and tragic , but as we say during corporate layoffs: "Don't take it personally!" Many

other people are going thru the same sort of hell. You are NOT alone!
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cover.merlenegmail.com
Joined On 1/16/2022 3:50:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You're correct. I read about that in Psychology class; pre-req for nursing school.
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mar868855
Joined On 11/28/2016 7:39:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been watching videos by this guy: Johann Hari... talks about how our focus has been stolen and he has a book called that too

(Stolen Focus). I have not read yet, but just stumbled upon his stuff in the last few days. www.youtube.com/watch
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godskid0
Joined On 9/30/2016 11:22:02 PM
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I work for 4 mental health providers. If you think they are counseling outside of the mainstream fairytales you are mistaken. Their

profession is just as culpable as the rest of the medical machine.
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's why they are called, "The-rapists." Coinky dink? Conspiracy theory? I think not.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The government and CDC are trying to wear down all resistance by continuous fear instilling propaganda. We have a criminally insane

bunch of "authorities" that are doing genocide on the people. The shots are true bioweapons being promulgated as life saving therapies.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AGREE.       The CDC (seedy c)…… ALL THEY ARE is the long, strong arm of the law,  As in the REAL law-makers - BIG PHARM and

the WEF. Oh, And the WHO ….. “who” care not a whit about anyone’s health whatsoever!! Last thing on their minds actually.
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CarolyneMas
Joined On 3/22/2021 1:47:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stopped watching TV 12 years ago.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you Carolyn. I tossed my TV 53 years ago.
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eep1629
Joined On 2/16/2019 8:19:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here. And before that, I only watched the news. Then it occurred to me in my "test" of jipping the channels that all the tv

stations reported on the very same news: they were TOLD what to report. Go 6gure.
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't trust the shrinks. It will be just another guise to get more personal information so as to pass it on to our dear leaders. The

information will surely not be only about the patient, but their families, too. It will be about every single name the patient speaks about.
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Those who can make you believe absurdities, can make you commit atrocities.” ― Voltaire  Nearly a third of the population is so scared

for a nothingburger they can no longer function and willingly sacri6ce their humanity and offspring to the cult. They are dangerous. I'm at

the point where I have said farewell to these individuals who are dragging down humanity and accommodate the destruction. Let them

get their all their planned boosters asap, so the rest of humanity can move on and build a better world.
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Fnfcst
Joined On 10/5/2010 10:27:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alex Berenson had a post a while back where he related the story of a university professor who asked his class of 80 students, "Do you

trust our health experts and health agencies?" Only 10 students raised their hands in the aermative. What was really striking about this

little exercise was the fact that HALF the class erupted in laughter when the question was asked! So, their is hope! People, even the

young, are seeing through the lies.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is hopeful. I think they overplayed their hand. Well I pray enough are waking up this evil agenda.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was going on long before covid. In fact, covid was part of the cover of the overwhelming of the system by the antichrist philosophy

pushed as 'science' destroying peoples' lives & mindsouls, the legal & illegal drugging of the people in control experimentation & the great

transfer of wealth back to corporatist socialism run by craft elites; & the purpose driven & gradual dumbing down which robbed people

even of the soulish ability to stand on their own two feet with the one true & living God rather than exploiting & being exploited with the

antichrist hypocrisies & every false way & spiritism: playing God.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stress sickens. Stress kills. And evil knows it so well.
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boobtube
Joined On 9/15/2020 6:39:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not to worry, pharma has an anti-depressant drug for you. A perfect circle. Create the problem. Sell you the cure.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nailed it. Would be interesting to see the sales and prescriptions given for mental health issues since 2020 began in a graph form.

Just like the injections cause a massive new demographic of sickly with neurodegenerative, immunological, cancers, infertility etc

issues which of course Pharma is eagerly licking it's chops to treat. Create the problem and have the cure with the most eecient

weaponized media and swamp-medical industrial complex to brainwash-indoctrinate the sheep in thinking they need the drugs to

stay healthy. A healthy society is simply not a good business model
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article does not address our children who are in crisis. In horrible crisis! Nurses i know are seeing repeats of teenagers trying suicide

and there’s not mental health help they are placed on hold in the ER. They are given drugs…and as we know drugs are not the cure….. Our

children are being crippled and some will never recover.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see soooo many teens STILL wearing masks! Even outdoors or where it’s simply not necessary or “mandated”.  More kids

wearing them than adults. It’s ba}ing. Maybe they think it’s cool. ?????
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lin, they have been under the indoctrination centers for many years. They are forced to obey the narrative but not their parents if

their parents don't toe the line like they do.
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jml777
Joined On 7/4/2021 5:57:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Malnutrition may be a cause. Covid causes the body to use resources (nutrients) to clear it, possibly for up to 15 months post-illness.

This uses up the body’s stores of nutrients, especially if one has a malabsorption disorder (more common than people think) or poor diet.

The result of de6ciency is dysfunction, including brain dysfunction. If the brain doesn’t have the nutrients it needs to make “happy”

emotions, you cannot be happy. Most chronic neurological disorders are due to de6ciencies. Unlike common thinking, you cannot “mind

over matter” your emotions. Your average doctor receives almost zero training in nutrition. Learn the signs of de6ciencies. Supplement to

maintain sueciency. My area of practice is celiac disease.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beyond celiac, what you did not remark on is the estimate of another 8 out of 100 Americans may be reacting to wheat, the staple

of our diets...this may be far broader an issue than your initial 1 or 1-1/2 celiacs out of 100. 1.5% vs 8% is a substantial leap in

concern and potential depression.
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az athlete
Joined On 9/16/2007 1:50:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uncontrolled hypothyroidism can also cause brain dysfunction manifesting in severe sadness. I made the mistake of seeing what

would happen if I stopped taking my thyroid medication for six months. I had times when tears would start jowing with no

connection to what I was experiencing in a particular moment.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Live in the present and you will be good. It’s hard sometimes but with practice it’s easy. Also learn to let go.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree mdbrown. Live in the present. It started for me with the "be here now" movement in San Francisco in the early 70s. Took me

some time to understand and be here now.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is the belief that psychiatry is actually effective a psychiatric disorder?
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. I think it is mostly pseudo-science although there might be a scant few practitioners who are achieving good results.
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cover.merlenegmail.com
Joined On 1/16/2022 3:50:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“by having good masks on hand — and being mentally ready to put them on again.”  Above statements 100% prove their-aim; "mind

control"
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An excellent mental boast (most of it) plus more. thehighwire.com/.../episode-263-risking-it-all
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1934newfsbcglobal.net
Joined On 8/25/2020 11:47:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd like to respond to your article on the Mental Health Crisis as a clinical psychologist in private practice for the past 45 years. One does

not have to be a clinician to recognize that virtually everyone's past traumas have been triggered by the fear mongering, unprecedented

governmental threats for declining an experimental product, exposure of censorship and widespread corruption, manipulation of social

divisiveness, general international chaos and instability, inability to predict the future, and palpable angst in our species over the past 2

years. It is important to note that psychiatrists are a small faction of the clinical community, generally responding to mental health issues

with medication.

(There is irony in this orientation at the present time.) The community must remember that there are other clinicians and counselors

(licensed psychologists, social workers and marriage and family counselors) better trained to work with people in short term or ongoing

outpatient treatment. People need to express feelings, feel empathy, develop insight into unresolved issues triggered by the global reset

agenda, grow from application of this insight, and develop hope. Thank you, Dr Mercola, for your work, and please consider an addendum

to this article to remind the public that psychotherapy and counseling are generally provided not by psychiatrists but rather by other

clinical disciplines.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's great that the mask is optional, but what about the PCR test? That should be optional too for jying, etc.  I won't have one done, I think

it puts us on a list (as unvaxxed).... it may put something inside us, who knows, bottom line it doesn't even work! So what is it for???? I am

not mentally upset ~ but I am pissed !! I want life back.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, never worn a mask and never had a, PCR test. Was meant to have one before hip surgery but I ran it under the tap so it was

de6nitely negative. In fact no one at the hospital even checked my results. What a load of rubbish. Jennifer
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need hackers who can shut down the endless stream of mainstream fear propaganda, not mental health professionals.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

evedawn, that would be such a plus to reduce and end most fear and anxiety. Since I got rid of my tv 53 years ago and no longer

read or listen to msm I try to convince others to do the same. Not an easy task. Hackers where are you?
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beejay3
Joined On 8/8/2009 11:27:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What has been going on is sad and confusing and it's horrible suffering these control efforts which now have been revealed to be too

much for too little bene6t. At one point the playgrounds in our area were taped up as if children could die from swinging on swings!

People kept tearing the tape down. It would reappear in a couple days. Sick. Widespread panic - from what turned out to be massive

fear-mongering by our media and government people.  It's almost like the media fed the government and the government fed the media

with a snowball of fear that became increasingly bigger. The worst part is anyone who did not get caught up in the fear was punished in

various ways.

And silenced. Or humiliated. And the control and punishment continues in various ways and we're told daily to remain fearful because we

MIGHT have another outbreak! another outbreak of what is a not nice ju, but not the super deadly thing they feared in the beginning. Any

thinking person, young or old, would wonder what the devil is going on ... It's hard to feel optimistic about Life in general with this cloud

hanging over us constantly. I'd feel utterly hopeless without my Faith and my hope that "this too shall pass."
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I most fear our government and the loss of private property rights that is America's foundation. Property tax increases but zoning

regulations preventing more pro6table crops. Estate taxes on agriculture land that does not make enough income from grazing to provide

an average income. The ultra wealthy seem to have expensive complicated ways to mainly escape estate taxes but you can't move land

like liquid assets. SAY NO TO 30 X 30, the biggest land grab proposed. Now being rebranded as America the beautiful.
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jam9139
Joined On 11/5/2018 8:59:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading a great book right now called Live Not by Lies, by Rod Dreher, highly recommend it! TaLks about how they use loneliness and

isolation of the masses for totalitarianism. A book written in the 50s,The Origins of Totalitarianism, by Hannah Arendt explains in detail.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No fear here. I think most of the people that are fearful are the ones that had the death jab. Why else would they get it? They were afraid

that they would die if they didn’t get it and now they’re dying because of it.
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squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a friend whose doctor told her if she got the China virus she would die! WHAT???? Gee how about treating that person! What a

horrible doctor, so she remains living in fear even though she is vaxxed and boostered!
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is very common coming out of a doctor’s mouth. I have a friend whose doctor told her that her children would. She has

another doctor.
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luccim
Joined On 2/7/2012 10:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a friend who’s brother is an ER Doctor and this Dr said the same thing . The whole family is fully vax/boosted and terri6ed of

catching COV 19. Most in medical system are brain washed.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have yet to meet in my life someone who allowed a fact to overwhelm a belief. (Dr David Martin) This is an important quote which shows

that when we try to challenge someone’s beliefs with a load of information/facts, it will usually just bang against their belief system,

much in the same way a jy bangs into a window. winteroak.org.uk/2022/04/18/eclipsed-by-the-state-a-critical-look-at-c..   |   |

winteroak.org.uk/2022/04/15/charles-empire-the-royal-reset-riddle/   |   |

winteroak.org.uk/2022/04/08/the-end-of-their-world-is-the-beginning-of..  |   | Forbidden Epic Truths On The Covid-19 Coronavirus

Pandemic www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html
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cbdavis
Joined On 11/13/2021 8:32:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some people don’t want to hear anything and want to hang on to their fear. I’m mostly angry at the evil going on.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yr correct, and some just happen to LIKE or even LOVE! the covidiot culture and are simply hanging on to it like glue to make some

sort of political statement, WHICH, used to be a “THING”, but given the utter obvious JOKE that is our current “state of the union”,

even those people who STILL CLING to their PRECIOUS MASKS are looking pretty dam RIDICULOUS.
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Shalaly
Joined On 6/14/2019 7:49:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the action suggestions at the end. Not hopium, but hope, action feels good, gets folks moving, then whoa, critical thinking,

speaking up.... helping others.... Good Wins. Thanks for all the comments, friends!
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I knew from the onset this was a scam. I don't know how I knew, but I did. My family all believe the lies and they all think I'm nuts. The

MSM are obviously grandstanding in my opinion. I have my own health issues that has no treatment that is affordable and I will not see

any doctor in my area. They are all insisting on us wearing masks even if we have severe dizziness and have had falls. My next fall will

probably break a hip or worse. I fell down a jight of stairs early on and did not seek medical intervention. I have chronic dizziness along

with 2 dislocated shoulders that I did not seek treatment for.

I no longer have any con6dence in any doctor in my area. Jesus can't come too soon. Oh, and my husband wants a divorce because I took

in my sister who became homeless through no fault of her own. She sleeps or is in bed 23 hours a day. I get to pick up after her dog that

she mostly ignores. I gave up my dog because he didn't like my sister's dog and my sister is too self centered to give up her dog. She has

no sympathy at all for what I have gone through to help her. Jesus is keeping me safe.
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Give away her dog. What’s she going to do about it?
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mar868855
Joined On 11/28/2016 7:39:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have struggled with depression (and anger and anxiety) after parting ways with my local friends due to differing views on the situation. I

have found like many, the pandemic made it harder to take care of one's emotional, physical and spiritual needs - lighthearted dinners out,

salsa dancing, etc. I feel like current social media business model is adding to the divisiveness and needs to be changed. See Johann

Hari Ted Talk: www.ted.com/talks/johann_hari_this_could_be_why_you_re_depressed_or_an..
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archwright1gmail.com
Joined On 2/28/2022 7:10:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are right, as usual, on nearly everything you've said here...except your support of the profession of "psychiatry"! Not that there aren't

probably a few psychiatrists who know better and are ethically grounded, but in general the Biopsychopharmacological Industrial

Complex of psychiatry, insurance, Big Pharma, media and governmental agencies is arguably - to those who know - responsible for the

greatest assault on humanity in modern history! Bessel Van Der Kolk, whom you mentioned, and Gabor Mate and Peter Levine and Dan

Siegel and Laurence Heller and many others know well that so-called mood-disorder "mental illness" is nearly all about unresolved

trauma and the DSM-driven diagnostic, labeling and medicating juggernaut is killing millions and it is all based in the same kind of

corruption, control and manipulation that you speak about with COVID and everything else that is happening of late.

We need professionals trained in all kinds of trauma - developmental, attachment, relational, cultural...shock trauma, Big t and Little t

trauma and the like but we don't need to drug people with powerful drugs that are no more valid and proven and effective than the

so-called vaccines are to this virus thing we have going around. Check out Robert Whitaker's book (Anatomy of an Epidemic) and his

website for more info: www.madinamerica.com. Keep up the great work Dr. Mercola, you are a hero.
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jjautomotivelockzoomtown
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First off, 1 in 3? I'm the 1, cause I am the only person in my group of family and friends that actually knows what's going on. And "I" am a

mess. I have no one to talk to about it. I could have talked to my brother, but I believe he was remdesivir'ed last August 2021. I would love

to verify, but his wife (who has been an RN for 40+ years)...I don't think she wants to hear it.   This story talks about the fear mongering,

on msm, and I started to argue, but then I realized THEIRS was the 6rst fear mongering...for the plandemic. But part of what's going on

now, once again, the msm is silent.

They (they is not the msm) are talking about food shortages, etc. And just today, while catching up on my e-mail (again) I saw several

stories that points to that. One we've know for a little while, which is Bill Gates is buying up all the farm land, and we know HE isn't going

to start farming. Then I saw yesterday that Warren Buffet either owns or is a primary stockholder in Union Paci6c railroad, and it's been

said that the farmers out west (at least) can't get the fertilizers etc that they need, cause the train is saying they can't get out there for

some reason.

So THEY won't be planting any food. Then today, I read where several (like 4+) food companies have had mysterious 6res in the last

couple of days... one of them had a plane crash into it. I really believe that the republican governors need to make a televised statement

about 'rumors' of food shortage, and why, and that IT needs to be 6xed (or cancelled) right now. On the jip side though, the msm will just

say THEY are fearmongering. Even though it comes true?
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rdolesh
Joined On 8/20/2009 10:26:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God is simply shaking the fence. One thing I have seen: Covid has helped weed out fake pastors--those who bought into forsaking the

fellowship of other believers!  Keep in mind, America has shaken it's 6st at God, screaming we love our LGBT, Gay, perversion, lust,greed,

abortion, etc, and other sins! If you want a 'solid' built on the honest word of God, look up Pastor John MacArthur on YT. He has no 'jashy'

videos, just good solid teaching.  And 6nally, We need to Pray, for our own heart: To Ask Jesus into your heart, and ask Him to be LORD of

your Life! Then, God will open your eyes to be open to what or where he wants you to serve, and you will have assurance of where you will

spend eternity!
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To treat everyone, each of the 33,000 practicing psychiatrists in the U.S. would have to see approximately 3,000 patients a year — a

patient load that simply isn’t feasible -  Modern Psychiatry is a joke. All they teach these doctors is how to write scripts. Dr Kelly Brogan,

former Ivy league trained Psychiatrist who walked away has a great program for healing the brain. These labels they give out like candy

are no real. There is no way to diagnose them. Feed the brain what it needs and feed the soul next.
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NothinButTheTruth
Joined On 5/4/2021 12:22:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn't the Master and Redeemer of mankind warn us all, past and present how in these end times--"men's hearts shall fail them" (Matt 24:

and Luke 21:)? (But in humility "as [a] young child", and/or following Him--i.e. "seek and ye shall 6nd", or "ask and it shall be given you", or,

"knock and it shall be opened unto you", I have to believe His promises are sure. Humility and penitent hearts--i.e. praying like we mean it,

before Him--are key to turning the heart of God The Father Himself and of His Son...towards us, even in and during the times just ahead

of 'great tribluation".)
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kar4447
Joined On 10/26/2017 8:37:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you know of side effects from having covid or the shot being severe anxiety? Depression? I am a therapist that specializes in children

and adolescents and I have seen bizarre personality changes after having been sick with Covid.
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Grahamjxxx
Joined On 1/14/2018 9:15:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Advocating more psychiatrists? They're often more crazy than the patients they purportedly 'serve.' And, like allopathic MDs and GPs, they

are script writing purveyors of toxic drugs that serve no purpose other than to enrich themselves and the industry that trained them. We

need a medical reset, a reset where all the fraud committed by the highly ill-educated, allopathic medical fraudsters, shonks and quacks

are stripped of their licences, sent back to non allopathic medical schools and taught how to heal the condition the patient presents in

signs, symptoms and history without the kickbacks and incentives to use poisonous, harmful, often addictive, side-effect ridden but

extremely pro6table drugs which do not work. The magic-bullet pill concept of medicine has to be set aside, relegated to history as no

more than a sick, self serving business model that has no place whatsoever in real medicine. Otherwise it's all just the fraud of sickness

maintenance for pro6t.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As to the health of our young people: where are the statistics showing if there has been an increase in anti-depressant prescriptions. My

guess is, it’s been a lot. And that could account for many of the suicide attempts.
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RobinPClarke
Joined On 12/21/2021 1:25:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even before the Covid scaremongering, the main factor in mental disturbances was the toxic mercury VAPOUR from non-gamma-2 dental

amalgams (also the cause of the tenfold autism increase). Do READ the full info at www [dot ]pseudoexpertise [dot]com/ch-3.pdf. You

can also read the "peer-review" reports in chapters 5 and 4, just substitute the relevant numbers.  It was therefore entirely prodictable that

people sealing themselves up in their under-ventilated homes, and thereby breathing in a lot more of the neurotoxic mercury VAPOUR,

would end up having a lot more mental problems.  I have extensive experience of dental mercury VAPOUR poisoning and how I cured

myself of it.

Two most useful measures are: New paragraph. 1. Ensure THROUGH (wind-blowing) ventilation at nose-level. Cut slots in doors,

windows, and even walls if necessary, it can make a huge difference.  New paragraph. 2. Take enough selenium (-methionine or

-cysteine)(yeast), dose depends on how much mercury you have in you.  The main effect of mercury is to bind all your selenium and stop

it working. And Se conversely binds the mercury and stops it poisoning you. Be mindful of possible Se overdose, but probably a lot less

bad than the mercury. As in everything, the orthodox medics have nothing useful to say other than to talk bockkols. Cheers.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! Connecting with the birds has been a wonderful help to me also.
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dancecarengmail.com
Joined On 3/14/2022 8:29:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could tell that lies and corruption were behind so much that has happened over the last 3 years. The minute doctor's and scientists

questioning the mainstream narrative were silenced I knew we were dealing with propaganda and control tactics. I am a Psychotherapist

and get about 12 messages daily from people seeking therapy. I cap at 20 clients a week because I need to take care of my own physical

and mental health as well. I live in a city where the majority of people have been jabbed multiple times still believing that they are doing

something good for their body.

This has been an extremely painful and lonely journey. The most frightening aspect of the last few years has been watching how easily

people are allowing themselves to be used, abused and duped, following and obeying whatever an authority 6gure tells them to do. I

always say I am agnostic, but in my yoga practice I ask G-D every day to open the eyes for all to see the corruption that has unfolded and

help us move forward in a positive way!!
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Cre6477
Joined On 11/12/2017 8:42:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve been a Mercola fan and patron for years. Most of the time I read the comment thread, but I’ve never posted anything. I have much

gratitude to the regular posters on this site; so much good information 

🙏

 I did fall for the plandemic panic initially. I was compliant and

fearful during lockdown. Once you see the truth though, there is no unseeing it. I’ve been unable to convince anyone, so I’m the only one

in my family that isn’t triple jabbed. I’m not allowed to participate in some family functions, and I have a 2 year old niece I’ve never

met(and will not meet unless I get a multitude of jabs). I’ve been labeled the conspirator nut-job. While this article is mostly refers to

anxiety and depression for those believing the narrative, I think it’s just as bad on the jip side.

There are times I wish I never saw the truth.  I joined some local groups that are against the mandates, and corruption, but some of them

are out of control at school board meetings etc(I stopped going), and idolize a particular politician that’s pro-jab and visited Epstein

island. I honestly think there’s no 6xing the current government (brought to you by P6zer, etc).  The video in this article made me realize

that I need to keep sharing information with friends/family. I stopped sharing a long time ago to avoid scrutiny and exclusion, and that’s

not getting me anywhere.
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mkhart
Joined On 1/11/2010 1:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of our schools/colleges have also been adding signi6cant numbers to that percentage with their screwy curricula.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cut the Cord in the year 2005!! What did I miss? Nothing at all as I'm an avid reader! Cheers and off to the 

⛱

. Take care Everyone!
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, I haven't been at all depressed, never any fear of ju. I've never had ju and I'm 70 any minute. Haven't even had a cold for over 30

years.  My husband has never known me ill, but, believe it or not, I had covid the other week, just felt queasy and no energy for two weeks,

pretty much like morning sickness 47 years ago. That went on for 7 months!!!!!! Fine now. Would only have been scared if the death jab

had been forced on us but it wasn't.  Jennifer England
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mourningwarbler
Joined On 7/24/2009 3:16:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mental health was a useful weapon in the USSR durinag the 1950s! No need for due process! Just say the person you disagree with or

don't like, etc., is mentally ill. Then off to the mental ward for at least three days of "observation"! Being used to divest older people of

their possessions; two cases I know of the decision to put the two different people in a mental hospital after three days observations, the

judge heard the case an HOUR early without notifying the family and witnesses! One was a man dying of cancer; it is very common for

people in pain and terminal to think about suicide. So they doped the man up until he broke his hip and then put him into a nursing home;

not sure which facility took him to ER after overdose or something (this also was $$$$$$ covered by insurance). They let him go home to

hospice with his RN wife, CNA daughters, and RN daughter, during the last week of his life. Don't know if that was just to be merciful or

because the insurance ran out.
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Caroline_308335
Joined On 11/25/2007 2:12:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

High rates of anxiety and depression were here before COVID due the chronic poisoning of our gut bacteria with Glyphosate residue in

food which kills off our gut bacteria which makes dopamine and serotonin the feel good hormones for our brain. Then there is the low

Vitamin D issue.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, loads of homemade ke6r milk, ke6r water, kombucha, plus D, C, etc etc. My good friend who is nearly 80 had thyroid problems

after a few months on my recommended 4,000iu's of D3 a day, her thyroid is now working 6ne.  Jennifer
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"In Tennessee, for example, a new state law will force hospitals to allow end-of-life visitations for COVID patients, so that they won’t have

to face death alone." If someone told you 6ve years ago that such a law would be contemplated, let alone necessary, you'd have thought

that person was crazy. Yet, here we are. Numerous hospitals had visitation restrictions for hospice care. Hospice. Where people are

literally waiting to die. My lord; you'd think compassionate care would let them see as many friends and relatives as humanly possible in

the time they have left.
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Feebs17
Joined On 8/13/2006 1:54:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's no wonder we're all depressed. It's diecult to watch your country going down the toilet and not be able to do anything about it. More

than the pandemic itself, I think people are more depressed about all the mandates knowing that they're bogus, seeing all the athletes

dropping dead on the 6eld and knowing it's the vaccine, the injation that's happening today where you get half a grocery bag for 6fty

bucks, and just hanging by a thread waiting for the November midterms...and being scared the Dems will steal these too. There really isn't

much to look forward to.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, world war 3 is close so make the most of NOW. Jennifer
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like the character, 'Sarah Connor' in the movie series, The Terminator, who evolved from 'mouse' to warrior, those of you on the

'battle6eld' who are now 'mice' will too in time 6nd your guts and become warriors as well. You will. It is natural and inevitable to do so.
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Svenja
Joined On 4/1/2022 6:52:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The moment when I knew the Truth was when I embraced my God given courage and found Liberation from fear... Just like Evey did..

m.youtube.com/watch  And I was set free.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sheeple do what the wolves tell them. It's more than a mental condition. It's a common-sense thing. Or, lack thereof.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Laughin through a mass murder seems a bit too little .....When we are facing starving mobs reality might set in ....
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As planned, right Schwab?
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PALAZZO AND ALL……..CLICK HERE!  thewhiterose.uk/girl-warns-about-the-plans-of-klaus-schwab
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was suspicious from the start. Dr. Mercola cleared the air for me. I never feared the virus, just the shot. How far would my government

go to force the governed to get the shot. That is my fear. To hear the "president" of the United States of America threaten his citizens from

the podium while addressing the nation, was a wake-up call for me. I am now thoroughly convinced my government is not working in my

best interest. This is a puppet government. Our elected oecials in congress only serve their best interests and throw us just enough

crumbs to make us think otherwise so they can get re-elected. As for the electorate, nothing we, the enlightened here, can do will change

them. Maybe when deaths from the shot start piling up and hitting close to home, they will start to wonder.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The last govt to look out for your best interests was during the Lincoln administration.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A simpler more direct approach is a thought that creates an emotional response as well as being informational. If I can show that a

person lied to you when you took them in good faith that tit bit of knowledge will upset your trust from then on. Females tend to react

more as do judges, police, your neighbour, your cousin and even your dog. Conversations tend to mark those that exaggerate, don't know

what they are talking about or illogical but these can be somewhat tolerated but to lie provokes a response and to lie to someone who has

trusted the information in good faith and cost is even worse. I am sure we all have experiences here and how we dealt with it so we

should emphasize and show that they lied to us who took them in good faith and into our homes.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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#1 SIMPLE SOLUTION:  Shut off the idiot box.  (TV)
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM
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Agreed!! I cut the cord in 2005!! I feel like superman!!
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With wheat, sugar, vegetable oils, food supply marinated in farm chemicals, polluted seafood and clot-shots, what's a poor brain to do?
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Lfod444
Joined On 7/30/2020 1:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Juandoe........you just summed it up nicely Thanks
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So many people, now not eligible to own a gun...that's weird, by design. What do you call natural human reactions to circumstances

beyond their control. Yes, a mental disorder. By inference, being human is a mental disorder and causes "unhappiness". After the Great

Reset, by law, you will be "happy", because you will be drugged. THX1138
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To know this was all 100% intentional and yet not ONE of those perps behind the scene is remotely fazed or concerned is what bothers

me. The very same people who have did this all are in their very same positions. We are over 27 months in now and not ONE person has

been held accountable. The collateral fallout and damage to humanity far far outweighs what the lab created so called virus did. ZERO

accountability
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craigcam
Joined On 7/2/2021 6:11:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its not a nebulous and hard to de6ne trauma when the government interferes in your health care so P6zer can make billions to bribe

them. Sounds like organized crime.
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cokela
Joined On 4/21/2022 8:16:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the people need to know is Jesus Christ,there is peace and happiness only through the blessed name of Jesus
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have no depression or worry about COVID. My depression lies with the realization that "they" have been very successful int he

destruction of this country and what lays in our future.
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zed0152
Joined On 3/4/2021 8:07:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Real problem began when they kicked Jesus out of the Equation in 1962 -SIN is what you see and if you don't know our Lord and

Savior, this is Not your worry now it is when you Die and spend the rest of Eternity in Hell !
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No fear of Covid for me either. I try hard not to hate the bad guys because it ties me up in their unconsciousness. "What you resist,

persists." I do my best to trust in God and to stand up straight in the truth that surpasses understanding and the polarized positions of left

or right. It's a spiritual battle, not a pharmaceutical one. I spent most of my life wandering lost in relative values and only have come back

to God in recent years. A long journey, perhaps like yours.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Though some of the article suggestions are valid, there is no mention of the effects of electromagnetic noise bombarding the populace

24/7. Your bodies, including all neurological and chemical signaling, are electromagnetic by design. The essential qualities of your

physiological and psychological well-being are assaulted by the presence of modulated digital frequencies 24 hours a day. If you don't

think this bombardment promotes a Natural 6ght or jight tendency, you are grandly mistaken.
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luccim
Joined On 2/7/2012 10:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At one of the local Mother’s Center meetings, a young woman described how she got released from a mental institution and reversed all

symptoms of depression and anxiety by completely eliminating all sugar in her diet.Over time she had transformed into a different person

and her whole life had completely changed for the better. It does pay to grow and prepare your own food.
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Bertzaza
Joined On 4/21/2022 7:12:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosebud 10000 made a good point, which applies to me too: Covid has never depressed me, but surprisingly, nor do the persistent efforts

of the Davos cabal of globalists depress me. On the contrary, they make me angry, very angry - to think that a bunch of psychopaths have

arrogated to themselves the right to exterminate other human beings through pseudo-'vaccines' and more recently, a 'controlled global

economic collapse'? The likes of Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates and the bunch of cowardly central bankers don't deserve the name 'human'.

There are many ways to deal with such anger, as indeed with depression and anxiety.

Mine is - because I am an academic - to use my knowledge of the disciplines in which I work to reach as many people as I can with

alternative information, evidence and arguments to strengthen the case against the inhuman cabal - which is something Dr Mercola does

so well. Here is just one recent example of the kind of thing that I write, but there are many others, including full-length articles:

leftlockdownsceptics.com/2022/04/relativising-insanity/?doing_wp_cron=..
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ghFnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This may be why so many stay buried in delusion. If they come out its worse, we know this by what reality is and yes it ‘sucks’. “You can

lead a horse to water; but you can’t make it drink.” It has never been truer. I have no cure except a hand if they themselves 6rst stick their

head into reality. I think Dr’s would only make it worse with BIG PHARMA, “Get this 6lled and take it often.” Are there holistic shrinks? And,

the shrinks out there, are they themselves in reality? The blind cannot lead the blind. We need a modern Moses that can part the delusion

and lead the people through the sea of …. … of what, life? Yes that is what we are immersed in, life. And like it or not, life is not all peaches

and cream.
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Kay2022
Joined On 3/13/2022 10:34:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“While the surgery was successful and Hoggan is now vaccinated and boosted, she is still severely immunocompromised and has to take

signi6cant safety measures." and her family wears a mask at home. This poor woman's anxiety and "heart rate through the roof" are more

likely associated with he injection and her unreasonable fear is causing harm to her family as they struggle to breath under the masks.

Put your faith in a higher power and choose life for as long as you can.
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ean2191gmail.com
Joined On 4/21/2022 6:42:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've never feared Covid neither. Didn't get the poke(s) but did have the disease. My niddle-age adult children bought into everything but

live in "blue" states. They were angry with us for NOT getting the poke(s). It's amazing to me how people have lost ALL critical thinking

these past 2+ years. What we did in our house is turned off the msm. We do try to keep up on what's happening but need to be selective

with that. I found not listening to "news" really was refreshing. I have several autoimmune issues so am not very active. I've chosen to

watch mindless t.v.---it helps if the programming is funny. British series (PBS) have kept me entertained as well. I'm so thankful for where

we live (conservative) and it's almost an enclave of sorts. Fear raises it's head even here from time to time. I was in a grocery store

yesterday. Saw maybe 5 or 6 with masks on and it was a busy time of day. One lady even had plastic gloves on. I just shake my head at all

of it.
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drt8410
Joined On 8/21/2013 8:58:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God bless you real good!
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Margarete123
Joined On 10/6/2006 10:36:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm a psychotherapist in private practice for the last 25 years. Psychiatrists are rarely the 6rst go to for therapy, as they don't get paid by

insurance for doing that. There was a shortage of them before covid and it continues. Most patients seek meds from pcp and see

therapists. We are all overloaded due to what I call post pandemic syndrome. EMDR has been the life saver and reduces the trauma and

complicated grief in a very effective way. The reason there are so few therapists/psychiatrists is due to insurance continuing to reduce it's

rates that they reimburse us at.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The artistic video above must be seen as one of the greatest artistic creations ever produced. It easily matches the works of ANY of the

greatest artists ever, and must therefore be made available to the general public. Again, for that reason, the artist or artists names should

always be shown on the 6nished product. These are works of the highest International Importance, and in future must always be treated

as such. Some of you with similar artistic capabilities should also learn that it was not created on a sheet of paper; it was instead created

on the likes of a Graphics IPS Pen Display, such as a HUION Kamvas GT 191. (I have no association with anyone associated with either

the manufacture or sale of this device, nor any like it). It is just that I had bought one myself a couple of years ago which I intend to use

for a future project.
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pmg1415
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:52:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just had this conversation with a friend last night.  She is struggling to leave her apartment. She went to Good Friday services and is

reluctant to return to church because almost no one was wearing a mask. I told her that "one-way" masking (as I have heard it called) is

effective.  Chemo patients were wearing masks years before COVID to protect themselves. They did not require everyone to wear a mask,

they wore one for themselves. The two biggest lies in all of this are "my mask protects you" and that the asymptomatic person is a

"spreader". Even the corrupt WHO posted a study indicating that asymptomatic people were responsible for only about 4% of spread.

Very few people understand statistics so they cannot 6gure out the odds of getting COVID from someone who is not sick (which is zero!)

or from the asymptomatic.  I implored her to get out of the apartment and speci6cally to go back to church. The bene6t to her is much

greater than the possibility that she will get sick. She said "there are so many of them that caught COVID it scares me"- i said why??? If

they caught COVID and are still alive and well that should be an inspiration not something to fear.  There is so much about this that is evil.

 I had another friend who said that we should just wear masks all of the time because it would reduce the spread of transmittable

diseases. This person is an evolutionist, so I asked him why people didn't evolve with a covering over their nose and mouth (a jap of

some type) .  The response was, then why do surgeons wear masks?  Many have been conditioned to believe that death from this

particular virus is unacceptable because we can prevent its spread if "everyone would..." which is not only a lie but very divisive because it

gives people license to confront the "sel6sh".
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Danviel
Joined On 3/17/2007 3:02:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Pharma scores again 

💵
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I followed the stay at home reccomendations when they 6rst came out because I did not have a choice at that time,( I was recovering

from major bodily trauma, but when I was given permission to drive, I no longer stayed in my house. I live about 6 miles from the nearest

town, and walking without assistance was out of the question at the time.)But I did not stay in my house when the weather was nice I

went outside and enjoyed the fresh air. I have never been afraid of Covid, I just thought at 6rst it was some new strain of the ju and really

did not pay that much attention to the hype that surrounded it. MMC88121
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With a mentally demented puppet still installed as "president", this news is hardly surprising. His puppeteer "advisors" are equally barking

mad. And I am not picking on the United States of America. The politicians and their advisors in most European countries including

Barmy Boris's United Kingdom have lost the plot too. The common demoninator is Klaus Schwab's World Economic Forum which in his

own words has "in6ltrated" many governments' cabinets as well as most of the 3 and 4 letter agencies worldwide. The war in Europe is

only phase 2 of the "Great Reset" plan. While these technofascists are allowed to thrive and prosper, the madness will only increase.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Neville Goddard and Joseph Murphy help me keep things interesting : )
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heck, for depression all you need to do is stop eating plants. Easy.  Fixes everything else, too. We've been programmed to believe that the

body catches or develops disease; that's wrong. What happens is that everything is 6ne and stays 6ne, until you poison it with plants.

Every plant has at least 60 toxins.  Completely take away the poison and everything bad goes away, it's like the sun comes out from

behind the clouds.  But then take a single bite of plant and it all comes back. Try it for yourself - what do you have to lose?
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Forest6
Joined On 12/13/2021 3:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ive seen the carnivore diet work wonders for some people but the trend of trying to get everyone to eat only meat is actually totally

unsustainable. We certainly dont have the teeth of a carnivorous animal so its unlikely our bodies were made to eat only meat.

Even my dog who's teeth are certainly that of a carnivore isnt fed just meat. Mostly meat but not all. A wolf would quite often go to

the stomach of an animal 6rst and eat the predigested food there. They also forage berries occasionally. Eggs might be on the

menu too. I think the key is uncomplicated eating. We stuff so much into one meal sometimes and expect our stomachs to digest

all these things that break down at different rates. Eating meat only makes that process a lot simpler. Ive also seen plant based

diets tranform lives. Or high carb (where everyone thinks carbs are bad)(not processed carbs though). What works for one doesn't

always work for another but it's always worth giving it a try if it suits your lifestyle.
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teagangirl
Joined On 12/9/2015 3:30:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lower/eliminate fat, animal protein, increase plants. Eliminate eggs, dairy, gluten. Drink celery juice every morning on an empty

stomach. Increase fruit. See your body heal. Medical Medium.
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What works best for one will de6nitely work best for everyone else. We are the same species. All wolves will thrive on just meat,

and we will too because we are essentially carnivores with the ability, when starving, to eat other things like berries to

sub-optimally get by until we can 6nd more meat. Our digestive system is strictly carnivore which is why vegetables give you gas.

Our stomach is even more acidic than a wolf, comparable to a vulture or a hyena which was helpful when we were scavengers. The

only problem with only eating meat is there's not enough meat to go around, which is to say there are too many people. Of course

the obvious solution is to eat the excess people. Back when we were Neanderthals, by the way, we were cannibals as are some

indigenous cultures now and in the recent past.  People eating people may be the natural human diet, certainly far better than

eating plants, which is like repairing a Windows machine with Apple parts.
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buddhi,   Wow, I have never heard a more nonsensical claim other than from Big Pharma.  Extremes are never good over the long

term and what vegans and human carnivores have in common is that they are unhealthy.  Herbal medicine along with a reasonably

balanced diet, including meat and plants, good hydration and exercise can cure just about any physical or psychological problem.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buddhii, I can vouch for that and there's science behind it! Most people who eat mostly or all plant based diets consume a lot of

grains and seeds. Both are loaded with lectins, with the WGA (wheat) lectin being the most famous. WGA attaches to the mucus

lining the small intestine and strips it away. When this happens serotonin is released which isn't a bad thing if you do it once a day

or less. When you consume wheat/grains 3 meals a day, 365 days a year it becomes a huge issue! Even worse, WGA lectins mimic

insulin and attach themselves to the insulin receptors of the cells in your body! BUT, they don't perform as insulin. They instead

BLOCK INSULIN!! So, as your blood sugar increases, your pancreas over compensates by producing more insulin.

Your body's own anti-injammatory response (insulin is injammatory) is to convert the excess blood sugar into triglycerides and

cholesterol by the liver (fatty liver disease soon follows) and then store them in the fat cells. All of this works against serotonin. All

of this is injammatory. The other side effect of this is reduced Vit-D levels. Vit-D is bot consumed and stored. It's consumed in

6ghting the insulin induced injammation, and it gets stored with the triglycerides in the fat cells in the presence of elevated insulin

levels. It's a double whammy! That's why fat people have a higher rate of depression.

A low carb/low lectin diet will reverse this serotonin de6ciency problem and you don't have to go grain free to accomplish this.

Pressure cooking rice destroys all the toxic lectins!! I'm sure pressure cooking any grain/legume/seed/nut/bean will do the same

thing, but the trick is 6nding these that don't lose their javor or turn to mush when you pressure cook it. I'm curious if it is possible

to process your own wheat and pressure cook it 6rst! Then grind it into jower to make break. I could patent my own lectin free

bread that's not the standard "sprouted grain" bread.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Moderation!!
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grb6384
Joined On 11/13/2017 1:19:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

New Zealand has in fact dispensed with lockdowns, eased travel and other restrictions, and has allowed Omicron to move through the

population, with some hospitalizations and a few deaths, mainly elderly people.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A few deaths of mainly vaccinated elderly.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...eased travel and other restrictions,..." Oh yeah, gimme a break. https://www.guncontrol.nz/
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

grulla, the article you link to about NZ and asinine gun control reminds me of two things. 1. When guns are outlawed only outlaws

will have guns. 2. When the teacher told the class about guns killing people little Johnnie told the teacher that his pencil failed his

math exam.
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jimbeard
Joined On 4/17/2011 1:01:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not now depressed, but if I got Long COVID I would be.
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AvanteGuardian
Joined On 11/3/2019 5:00:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cannot believe you are suggesting people see a psychiatrist for anxiety, depression, or ANY mental health problem. The brain damage,

serious disease, premature death and suffering done by Psychiatry makes this whole covid affair look like a molehill next to mount

Everest. DO NOT EVER TALK TO A PSYCHIATRIST, OR PUT ANYONE YOU KNOW NEAR ONE! You need councilling from wise people,

psychologists. Only in the most severe situation, very short term emergency use of ANY psychiatric medical treatment should be

considered if there is no other option. Psychiatry is a eugenics system that prescribes lobotomy by stealth and lies. Using chemicals that

cause irreversible brain damage, destroy all quality of life and shorten the average lifespan of their victims by 25 years. They are torturers

enslaving you as a straitjacketed milking cow for big pharma. EVERY symptom people commonly believe is the result of a mental health

"disorder" is the effects of the drugs they prescribe.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank You! I can tell you exactly who the people are seeing shrinks right now. It's all the idiots still WEARING MASKS!
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DoraRay
Joined On 11/30/2020 5:03:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, depression and anxiety are serious and can be debilitating. Yet no one seems to be talking about yet another endowment of the

pandemic era which is anosmia and parosmia. I am in a facebook group width 45 000 sufferers of these dreadful conditions, myself

including. I tried supplements, nutraceuticals and various therapies - and no luck. I couldn’t smell a dead horse while others smell nothing

but a dead horse cooked on the fry pen until it burns and the handle melts. BTW, my ear nose and throat specialist was very

understanding but couldn’t recommend anything; he himself was also affected by it.  Dr. Mercola, please investigate and write about

these conditions as people truly suffer and there is no help in sight.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Flouride is in your water. Flouride is in your food. Flouride in the amount you drink it, is highly destructive physiologically. Part of

that harm is to the pineal gland, which has the highest concentration of jouride in yoru body. It becomes calci6ed. It stops creating

melatonin. You dont sleep. Doctor prescribes pills for all the illnesses that come from lack of sleep and other jouride harms, of

which there are many..  See the pattern ? I have been arguing against juoride for years, but the dumbasses refuse to listen to the
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science. juoridealert.org/.../pineal-gland   “Fluoride is likely to cause decreased melatonin production and to have other effects on

normal pineal function, which in turn could contribute to a variety of effects in humans.” (National Research Council 2006).
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trizia
Joined On 11/12/2010 9:27:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I get anxious and depressed when I read your articles too, Dr. Mercola!!!  Just saying…

😳

 The headlines for your articles alone are geared

to stir an anxious curious click-to-read reaction. Be careful what you criticize, Dr. Mercola, as it shows a rejection back to the author.

 Sharing knowledge is crucial these days. It’s how it’s presented. The middle ground is where we all need to focus. Acceptance of

opposing viewpoints, listening to each other with respect.  Otherwise, history repeats itself over and over. A nation divided is a nation that

falls. 

🙌
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wil4648
Joined On 3/12/2014 8:02:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE CURE for depression and fear is to be in a covenant with Jesus Christ and God His father. The Holy Spirit reveals truth to me, helps

me discern the truth from lies, and is my comforter. If I'm ever down I put on some praise music and sing along or I open my bible to

Psalms and read. Jesus is my covenant partner therefore He 6ghts my battles. The battle is His and the victory is mine. 2Tim 1:7 For God

has not given us a spirit of fear; but of power and of love and of a sound mind. This verse calls fear a spirit so it must be from the devil.
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rbu1467
Joined On 10/27/2021 7:23:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true, amazing how people refuse to consider the real cure and cling to human "solutions" that are bandaids on cancer...
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr., why doesn't this article match up to 800 athletes collapsing? Why isn't it here????
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zivdin
Joined On 3/23/2014 7:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not often do I feel the need to correct Dr Mercola's 'facts', but please note that New Zealand, my country, is not going backward with more

lockdowns. Maybe going forward with too few measures against passing on the omicron variant. In my location infections are increasing

and people attending social events are getting ill from Covid. Whatever our PM says about our being 'open for business', it's clearly not

yet time to relax our caution.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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zivdin what you need to understand is that the increase in covid everywhere, not just in New Zealand, is directly related to the

numbers vaccinated; that the overall average death rates are directly correlated to the number fully vaccinated. Indeed, it was the

realisation of these facts that prompted John O'Loony a Funeral Director based in Milton Keynes here in the UK to be interviewed.

www.bitchute.com/.../gigUyK3yLtMU  Again, he is also the core evidence of a crime against humanity charge made to the

International Criminal Court in the Hague By a team based in London, so his testimony must be regarded as fully validated.

www.printfriendly.com/.../3VHwCS  Right now, as I write this, the overall death rate here in the UK has increased by 29%; in the US

it is now 40% above normal. the latter reported by a major US health insurance company. The evidence is suecient to bring Sir

Christopher Chope MP https://www.chrischope.com/  to be interviewed about it.

thewhiterose.uk/sir-christopher-chope-mp-discusses-injection-harm-with..
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM
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According to the science, and not the media, neither lockdowns nor masks have made any signi6cant difference whatsoever on

infections or deaths.  Instead they have created massive deaths and harm. Getting rid of both all over the world would be a step

forward and not backwards and would have Zero Effect on covid deaths. The so-called Vaxx also does nothing.  Getting rid of all

would get rid of the many physical harms as well as the many psychological harms that are creating far more deaths than covid

itself, which is a an end-of-life disease that really only affects those over 70 with 2.6 comorbidities. The covid infection fatality rate

is not much higher than the annual ju. That's what the science says, but not the media which exists nowadays as the propaganda

arm of the government, while governments, nowadays, only exist to control the people. Don't you know this by now?  It is kind of

obvious.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For more than 6 months now, the only people I know getting covid are vaccinated. Omicron is such a weak variant that

healthy/unvaccinated people never even know they got it. However, as with any virus that mutates randomly/rapidly, the vaccine no

longer is effective. These vaccines were developed for the alpha and beta variants. We're WAY beyond those now. We're no longer

even using the Greek alphabet we are so far away from those original variants. However, your body still puts up an immune

response to Omicron, but the problem is that the antibodies produced are for the Alpha variant. So these alpha-tailored-antibodies

attach to the Omicron variant and fails to neutralize it.

This ENABLES the virus to enter your cells and replicate. Because nearly all of the viral load gets ENABLED you (the vaccinated)

gets sicker than the person who never got the jab. From day 1, Virologist around the world warned this would happen. Fauci, Bill

Hates, NIH, CDC, WHO, P6zer, etc all knew this and pushed the coronavirus vaccines anyway. Why? Just follow the money. This

vaccine-today/get-sicker-2-years-from-now phenomenon has a medical name called ADE (antibody-dependent enhancement).

Look it up. Even more incriminating is the fact that there has never been a successful coronavirus vaccine. All have failed due to

ADE.
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

zivdin,   Better go hide in your basement permanently and see where that gets you.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

usher, be careful. The last person to do that was installed as president.
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM
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My Dear Dr. Mercola. How do you 6gure you are not a fear-mongerer when you run stories about the government monitoring deposits of

more than $600 and other stories that simply don't come true? I have learned to take your stories with a grain of salt and to watch for the

words you use, like MAY, COULD, MIGHT BE, REALLY... When I see words like that from you, I know not to believe a word you say. I didn't

know that before and got scared when I read those stories from you. I know you want to broaden your base and you need to come up with

click-bait ( I have had my own blog, so I know how diecult it is to be fresh and edgey consistently.) You MAY be part of the problem here,

my friend. I'm not saying you didn't save my family's lives with your suggestions and links to the FL...doctors (can't remember how the

acronym goes) but I am saying that you MAY have saved me and my family from becoming VERY ill and MAYBE dying from COVID, thanks

to your blog and articles. I MAY owe you my life, OUR lives. Yours truly (and I mean that), JB
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no COVID. There are no viri. It's all a big fraud. The truth is out there. Wake up, learn, help who you can.
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brianallen1
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No magic virus but there sure is 6ve gee.
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